New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records

August 7, 2018

Dear Colleagues,

We have just posted an update of new MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available free of charge on Bloomberg BNA’s Law School Professional Information Center website, located at www.bna.com/lawschool. This update is intended for Bloomberg Law subscribers. The update for Bloomberg BNA Law School Subscription packages is issued separately.

NEW MARC RECORDS

Bloomberg BNA Portfolio Series

Securities Practice Portfolio Series:

- *A guide to the evolving executive compensation landscape* (SPS 240), OCLC *1047604332
- *Commodity laws and asset managers* (SPS 261), OCLC *1000302782
- *Hedge fund equity investing: U.S. legal issues* (SPS 328), OCLC *989065221

Privacy & Data Security Practice Portfolio Series:

-*Technology and outsourcing* (PDSPP 555), OCLC *1047729779

Wiley Press

-*Actionable intelligence: a guide to delivering business results with big data fast!*, OCLC *883391878
-*AICPA audit committee toolkit. Public companies*, 3rd Edition, OCLC *1028555420
-*Analytics revolution: how to improve your business by making analytics operational in the big data era*, OCLC *886673199
-*Art of RF (Riba-Free) Islamic banking and finance*, 2nd Edition, OCLC *880929624
-*Banker's guide to new small business finance: venture deals, crowdfunding, private equity, and technology*, OCLC *900002973
-*Bankruptcy: how community banking can survive fintech*, OCLC *968214409
-*Beyond cybersecurity: protecting your digital business*, OCLC *907675774
-*Big data, data mining and machine learning: value creation for business leaders and practitioners*, OCLC *871689683
-*Bitcoin big bang: how alternative currencies are about to change the world*, OCLC *894792346
-*Business blockchain: promise, practice, and application of the next Internet technology*, OCLC *948297046
-*Business of venture capital*, 2nd Edition, OCLC *881386653
-*Cloud computing and electronic discovery*, OCLC *876141190
-Compensation committee handbook, 4th Edition, OCLC *863695711
-Complete software project manager: mastering technology from planning to launch and beyond, OCLC *925426730
-Computer security handbook, 6th Edition, OCLC *862041532
-Corporate valuation: measuring the value of companies in turbulent times, OCLC *954046693
-Creating strategic value through financial technology, OCLC *979992123
-Cross-border mergers and acquisitions, OCLC *943710497
-Crowd funding services handbook: raising the money you need to finance your business, project, or invention, OCLC *876833676
-Crowdfunding: a guide to raising capital on the internet, OCLC *871224312
-Cyber risk handbook: creating and measuring effective cybersecurity capabilities, OCLC *981912077
-Cyber threat!: how to manage the growing risk of cyber attacks, OCLC *881387451
-Cybersecurity for executives: a practical guide, OCLC *876900980
-Cybersecurity law, OCLC *972642157
-Data-driven healthcare: how analytics and BI are transforming the industry, OCLC *881387998
-Depository and lending institutions: banks and savings institutions, credit unions, finance companies and mortgage companies, OCLC *752874429
-Derivatives essentials: an introduction to forwards, futures, options and swaps, OCLC *946076309
-Digital disciplines: attaining market leadership via the cloud, big data, social, mobile, and the internet of things, OCLC *911921005
-Equity crowdfunding for investors: a guide to risks, returns, regulations, funding portals, due diligence, and deal terms, OCLC *910159962
-Essentials of intellectual property: law, economics, and strategy, 2nd Edition, OCLC *708036587
-Executive's guide to COSO internal controls: understanding and implementing the new framework, OCLC *869066347
-Financial risk management: applications in market, credit, asset and liability management and firmwide risk, OCLC *910664681
-Fraud analytics using descriptive, predictive, and social network techniques: a guide to data science for fraud detection, OCLC *908935560
-Fraud and fraud detection: a data analytics approach, OCLC *881387996
-Hedge fund compliance: risks, regulation, and management, OCLC *964332362
-How to read a financial report: wringing vital signs out of the numbers, 8th Edition, OCLC *858673022
-Information governance: concepts, strategies and best practices, OCLC *875586868
-Inside the FDIC: thirty years of bank failures, bailouts, and regulatory battles, OCLC *890912756
-Insiders' guide to technology-assisted review (TAR), OCLC *901263341
-Internal control audit and compliance: documentation and testing under the new COSO framework, OCLC *890377856
-Internal control/anti-fraud program design for the small business: a guide for companies not subject to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, OCLC *902803274
-International corporate finance: value creation with currency derivatives in global capital markets, OCLC *900557419
-Islamic finance and economic development: risk, regulation, and corporate governance, OCLC *880451432
-Joint ventures involving tax-exempt organizations, 4th Edition, OCLC *828776030
-Lessons in corporate finance: a case studies approach to financial tools, financial policies, and valuation, OCLC *945483706
-Liquidity risk management: a practitioner's perspective, OCLC *937999474
-M&A: a practical guide to doing the deal, 2nd Edition, OCLC *886382398
-Mergers and acquisitions basics: the key steps of acquisitions, divestitures, and investments, 2nd Edition, OCLC *968151919
-Mergers, acquisitions, and corporate restructurings, 7th Edition, OCLC *998753025
-Mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, and other restructurings: a practical guide to investment banking and private equity, OCLC *890377835
-Patient revolution: how big data and analytics are transforming the health care experience, OCLC *922799608
-Power of mobile banking: how to profit from the revolution in retail financial services, OCLC *879119494
-Risk management in trading: techniques to drive profitability of hedge funds and trading desks, OCLC *881387612
-Startup boards: getting the most out of your board of directors, OCLC *913556468
-Technical interview guide to investment banking, OCLC *971355575
-Trade-based money laundering: the next frontier in international money laundering enforcement, OCLC *922799626
-Valuation of privately-held-company equity securities issued as compensation, OCLC *1011684296
-Virtual banking: a guide to innovation and partnering, OCLC *881387601

RECORDS TO DELETE

The following titles or editions have been superseded or are no longer available. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog.

Securities Practice Portfolio Series
Compensation clawbacks under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SPS 286), OCLC *910561539

Wiley Press


If you have any questions, please email me at MNewton@bna.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.

Thank you,

Matthew Newton
Cataloger
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